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Reconciling critical zone science
with ecosystem and soil science—
a personal-scientist perspective

Kathleen A. Lohse *

Department of Biological Sciences, Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID, United States

The critical zone has been the subject of much discussion and debate as a term in

the ecosystem, soil and earth system science communities, and there is a need to

reconcile how this term is used within these disciplines. I suggest that much like

watershed and soil ecosystems, the critical zone is an ecosystem and is defined by

deeper spatial and temporal boundaries to study its structure and function. Critical

zone science, however, expands the scope of ecosystem and soil science and

more fully embraces the integration of earth sciences, ecology, and hydrology

to understand key mechanisms driving critical zone functions in a place-based

setting. This integration of multiple perspectives and expertise is imperative to

make new discoveries at the interface of these disciplines. I o�er solid examples

highlighting how critical zone science as an integrative science contributes to

ecosystem and soil sciences and exemplify this emerging field.
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Highlights

- Much like watershed and soil ecosystem, we can view the critical zone as an ecosystem

and define deeper space and time boundaries to study its structure and function.

- Critical zone science more fully embraces the integration of earth sciences and

biological sciences to understand the critical zone in a place-based science setting.

- The integration of multiple perspectives is imperative to make new discoveries at the

interface of these disciplines.

1. Introduction—critical zone science as an emerging
discipline

I am ecosystem scientist with a PhD in soil science from UC Berkeley. Indeed, I am

the last of a long line of scientists who grew out of a disciplinary soil science program at

Berkeley (and Hans Jenny’s perspective) as it was replaced by a more integrative program,

Environmental Science Policy andManagement. I’d posit to say that I am an early generation

of a critical zone scientist before there was such a term.

In graduate school, I was a hybrid scientist—I coupled hydrology and biogeochemistry

to understand soil solution losses from tropical forest ecosystems of contrasting soil age

(300 and 4,100,000 years) and their responses to anthropogenic nitrogen additions (Lohse

and Dietrich, 2005; Lohse and Matson, 2005). I needed to understand and integrate soil

hydrology, geology, soil biogeochemistry, and ecology to address my research questions. To

accomplish this goal, I assembled an interdisciplinary dissertation committee, an ecosystem

ecologist, geomorphologist, and soil scientist. While taking on the challenge to “confront
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all of the processes that maintain or change ecological systems,

whether these processes were (sic) biological, physical or

geological” goes back to Hutchinson (1948) and remains an

inspirational call to arms, the boundaries between disciplines and

departments had sharpened in my graduate school time rather

than become more diffuse and permeable. As a result, venturing

across discipline boundaries required the initiative and confidence

to feel at times the dilettante or master of none. To this day, many

programs and departments remain siloed owing to financial and

other social structures, creating artificial barriers and disincentives

to collaborate as well as train interdisciplinary scientists. As an

aside, relatively recent (re)organization of universities, at UC

Merced, for example, with the School of Natural Sciences and no

department boundaries, show signs that institutions are softening

these boundaries and making them more permeable. At the end of

my dissertation,my research domainwas at the interface of ecology,

soil science and earth system science; I did not fit in one academic

box, as an ecologist, soil scientist, or a hydrologist. Indeed, it took

me 5 years and two postdocs to find my first faculty position in part

because I did not fit squarely into a faculty position. At interviews, I

found myself a chameleon. Eventually, though, I found a home at a

university where my interdisciplinary background was appreciated

and encouraged, and disciplines were not siloed, and I developed

a successful research program tackling questions at the interface

of hydrology and biogeochemistry. I currently direct the Reynolds

Creek Critical Zone Observatory, one of nine NSF funded Critical

Zone Observatories, collaborate on several Critical Zone Thematic

Clusters, a newer NSF funded program, and view myself as critical

zone scholar.

2. Critical zone as an ecosystem

As a scientist, I am often asked “How is critical zone science

different than soil science? How is the critical zone different than

an ecosystem? How do I reconcile this tension around the use of

the term, critical zone?” Here I suggest that much like a watershed

ecosystem (Likens et al., 1970, 1977) or a soil ecosystem (Jenny,

1941), we can reconcile these tensions by recognizing the critical

zone as a critical zone ecosystem (Richter and Billings, 2015; Richter

et al., 2018). As defined, an ecosystem includes the organisms

and their interaction with their environment, and boundaries of

ecosystems are defined with a particular question in mind so that

ecosystems can vary in spatial scale but they can also vary in

temporal scale. A critical zone ecosystem encompasses the top of

the canopy to the bottom of the groundwater and includes the

biological, chemical, physical and long-term geological processes

shaping its structure and function (National Research Council,

2001). In many ways, critical zone science thus more fully expresses

the original intent of the word “ecosystem” for going deep as

originally advocated by Tansley (1935), Lindeman (1942), and

Hutchinson (1948) and more recently by Richter and Billings

(2015). For example, Lindeman cored lake sediments because he

understood that the sediments below contained clues about lake

metabolism and thus extended the lower boundary of his ecosystem

of study. Critical zone science thus often delves into deeper spatial

and temporal scale questions than previously addressed by soil

science and ecology.

3. Critical zone science more than
ecosystem and soil science

While we can reconcile the critical zone as an ecosystem

and study its critical zone ecology—the distribution of microbes

at greater depths and their capacity to stabilize or destabilize

carbon, for example, it is important to recognize that critical zone

science truly embraces the integration of earth sciences, ecology,

hydrology, and geology to understand the critical zone in a place-

based science setting. Multiple perspectives examine the same

problem/place through different lenses and approach the system

in slightly different ways. Thus, a more integrated approach that

harkens backs to early naturalist studies (von Humboldt, 1849;

Darwin, 1859; Richter et al., 2018) is achieved through critical zone

science (Richter et al., 2018). In practice, longer time scales are often

considered, and critical cross scale couplings can also be explored

and allow present day process rates to be contextualized. Finally,

because critical zone science approaches a problem from multiple

perspectives, it also works at the interfaces between fields and allows

for gaps in knowledge to be filled.

An example that exemplifies critical zone science is the

exploration of the lower boundaries of the critical zone and better

quantification of moisture in weathered rock. In many respects,

this transition zone or boundary, the interface between soils and

rock, has been neglected by soil scientists and geologists because

it is not in the purview of either field; it is not fully soil, and it is

no longer rock. Critical zone scientists have been digging deeper

and “peeling the onion” through modeling and new measurement

tools to understand these interfaces between bedrock and saprolite

(immobile regolith) and then mobile regolith, the portion of the

regolith that shows evidence of mobility and weathering (Riebe

et al., 2004; Rempe and Dietrich, 2014; St. Clair et al., 2015).

Findings from one CZO, for example, developed a simple empirical

model that allows prediction of spatially continuous thickness of

the mobile regolith (TMR) using topographic metrics within a

catchment and minimal soil measurements (Patton et al., 2018).

These findings allow advancements in models of soil carbon,

hydrology, weathering, and landscape evolution where the spatial

distribution of soil thickness has been a key unknown. Other studies

are finding considerable exchangeable moisture in the weathered

bedrock (Salve et al., 2012; Rempe and Dietrich, 2018), and that this

represents a significant component of the water budget in all critical

zone systems and important for resiliency of forests to drought

(Bales et al., 2018).

Critical zone science has also contributed to a knowledge

gap in the carbon cycle through the quantification of inorganic

carbon associated with rocks. Soil inorganic carbon (SIC) stores are

significant in arid and semi-arid regions, and pedogenic carbonate

often follows a morphogenetic development sequence where

carbonates coat rocks, formmasses and nodules and eventuallymay

become engulfed and cemented (Gile et al., 1966). The inorganic

carbon associated with these carbonate coatings associated with

rocks and masses are not quantified by soil scientists because they

are >2mm in size, the operational definition of soil, and carbonate

on rocks is difficult to measure owing to the heterogeneity and

scale. Consequently, inorganic carbon on rocks is largely ignored

by soil scientists and largely overlooked by geologists though
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isotope records of carbonates are used in reconstructing late

Quaternary paleoecological and paleoclimatic conditions (Cerling,

1984; Cerling and Hay, 1986; Cerling and Quade, 1993). As part

of the Reynolds Creek CZO, soil scientists identified this problem,

and geologists on the team looked at this problem from a rock

perspective, and said, “We have a solution”. Rocks with carbonate

coatings were pulverized to quantify bulk inorganic carbon on rock,

and SIC was also quantified (Stanbery et al., 2023). While this is a

brute force and deceptively simplemethod, these analyses advanced

our understanding of the contribution of rock carbonate coatings

to total inorganic carbon pools. Findings showed that in some

cases, rock carbonate coating can represent as much as 40% of total

inorganic carbon in soil profiles (Stanbery et al., 2017) suggesting

that studies that only examine the fine fraction of soils (<2mm)

are overlooking a significant store of carbon in gravelly parent

materials in arid and semi-arid regions.

A final example stems from discoveries made by going deeper—

regarding new taxa and distribution of microbes and carbon in

the deep subsurface and role of plants in contributing weathering

agents deep in the critical zone. Patton et al. (2019) for example,

was able to combine the TMR method described above with soil

organic carbon (C) to accurately predict the total amount of soil

profile C to saprolite at 3m resolution, and thus estimate the

entire watershed C and nitrogen (N) stores. Findings showed that

a significant amount of carbon was stored deep in the critical zone

such that total soil C stores were vastly underestimated. Another

study by Billings et al. (2018) used long-term managed forests in

Calhoun CZO to show the consequence of deforestation, the loss

of deep roots, and associated biogenic acids, on weathering and

consequently soil formation (Billings et al., 2018). Finally, a cross

CZO study of 19 deep soil profiles showed that while similarity in

bacteria and archaea taxa and diversity generally decreased with soil

depth, five phyla increased with depth, and some profiles did not

show declines in diversity (Brewer et al., 2019). More extracellular

enzymes were stored at depth than anticipated (Dove et al.,

2020). Remaining questions about controls on the distribution of

microbial communities and the role that these deeper enzymes play

in biogeochemical cycling are being addressed by new research

associated with the Critical Zone Thematic Cluster program and

other fundings.

4. Conclusion

As we move forward in scientific discoveries of the earth

surface, some of themost exciting discoveries will be at the interface

between disciplines and among different scientists, rather within

their discipline. Critical zone science offers a scientific platform

(Brantley et al., 2017) from which this discovery can take place and

a more holistic view of the earth surface. While funding is currently

oriented around critical zone thematic clusters, funding programs

may morph yet again. I believe that there are opportunities,

for example, for advancing our understanding of how humans

are impacting the critical zone by measuring “key” critical zone

properties and processes such as critical zone architecture and

soil formation and weathering across long-term ecological research

networks (LTER) and long-term agroecosystem research (LTAR)

sites. This approach would require vetting within the community

to prioritize these key measurements. Opportunities abound for

ecologists, soil scientists, and geologists to contribute to contribute

to our understanding of the critical zone.
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